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Abstract

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has seen success in many areas of science in the past few years.
From computer science to linguistics, deep neural networks have the ability to perform
better than the previous state-of- the art solutions. Indeed, generative text-based models
like ChatGPT are able to imitate human writing, however its capabilities in lexicography
have not been studied thoroughly. This paper compares the lexicographical data provided
by ChatGPT and the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary in the scope of microstructure.
Two main datasets are created for manual analysis and similarity score tests. The aim is
to demonstrate the effectiveness of ChatGPT in providing lexicographical data to English
language learners as compared to the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary.

We accomplish this by comparing the provided data related to lexicographical items, using
Wiegand’s item classes to identify the co-occurring items within the microstructure of both
platforms. The framework of item classes provides us with a list of lexicographical items
that serve as our criteria. We then examine each lexical entry individually to determine
whether each lexicographical item is present in both tools. The results are presented in a
comparative table as percentages. Also, using Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU)
and Recall Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) methods we calculate
the similarity between the lexicographical data provided by ChatGPT and the Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. Since ChatGPT has been trained on human data, we
investigate how similar its generated answers are to the ground truth.

This study provides valuable insights into the potential of AI-generated dictionary content
and its applicability in pedagogical lexicography. Additionally, it highlights the challenges
and limitations that need to be addressed in order to inform the development of AI models
for lexicography.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence; Generative Models; ChatGPT; E-lexicography; Mi-
crostructure; Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary

1. Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) plays a significant role in natural language processing (NLP).
Large language models (LLMs) Bahdanau et al. (2014) can provide better solutions than
the previous state-of-the-art in areas such as machine translation Brants et al. (2012),
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code synthesis Poesia et al. (2022), text summarization Pilault et al. (2020), and more
Araci (2019); Dathathri et al. (2019); Kant et al. (2018); Yasunaga et al. (2021).

Despite the success of LLMs, their applicability in lexicography remains mostly under-
studied. In this paper, we evaluate ChatGPT Brown et al. (2020); OpenAI (2023) in a
lexicographical context by comparing it to the 10th Edition of Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary (OALD) Hornby (2019). We do this by using the Wiegand (1989) item classes
and similarity scores.

We use Wiegand (1989)’s item classes to determine how answers of ChatGPT to lexi-
cographical questions and the information provided by OALD align with the structural
requirements of a dictionary. Item classes provide a comprehensive method to determine
which and how lexicographical items should be presented. This allows us to compare
OALD and answers of ChatGPT in an objective manner, and gain useful insights of these
tools including what information they do and do not provide. In order to use this method,
we compile two main datasets containing information from ChatGPT and OALD regarding
the lexicographical items of the most frequently used English words according to the
British National Corpus (BNC) from Oxford Text Archive (2007). Iterating over our first
dataset, we manually check if the given lexicographical item satisfies the criteria given by
the item classes. Our findings then collected into a comparative table. We aim to show
how effective ChatGPT is in providing lexicographical data for English language learners
compared to a conventionally assembled dictionary.

Also, we calculate similarity scores using Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) Papineni
et al. (2002) and Recall Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) Lin (2004)
methods which are widely used in NLP for determining the syntactic similarities of texts.
The scores are calculated programmatically on one of our datasets. This dataset includes
only those lexicographical items that can be compared using BLEU and ROUGE, like item
giving pronunciation, spelling, part of speech, definition, and etymology. These items have
been chosen for their unambiguity, which not only makes it possible to calculate similarity
scores on them, but also allows us to consider the information provided by OALD as ground
truth. We apply BLEU and ROUGE method to every lemma for every lexicographical
item in the dataset, and visualize our results on separate figures. Last, we calculate the
average of BLEU and ROUGE scores by lexicographical items only. Since ChatGPT has
been trained on large amounts of human generated data gathered from the internet, we
aim to show how much ChatGPT deviates from the ground truth. Large deviations have
to be examined further as ChatGPT has some tendency to state incorrect information.
In these cases, the expected score should be close to zero. Therefore, manual analysis of
BLEU and ROUGE scores can allow us to investigate the reliability of ChatGPT as well.

Using Wiegand’s item classes and similarity scores, we provide comparative analyses in a
lexicographical context between ChatGPT and OALD. Our research gives insights into
the viability of AI-generated dictionary content, and aims to help the adoption of such
technologies in language learning and education. Also, it tries to identify some of the
limitations and challenges of AI in lexicography to inform the development of models in
the field.

In the next sections, we go over our method in detail. First, an overview is provided
highlighting all the main parts of our method. Then, the item classes and the comparative
table provided by them are discussed in detail. Next, we describe the similarity scores,
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results of the calculation, and their meaning. After that, we summarize our results from
the two different methods and finish with our conclusions.

2. Related work
Previous studies have explored different aspects of monolingual learner’s dictionaries
(MLDs), such as their interface, software, structure, and user experience. In this section,
we review related work that provides valuable insights and guidelines for conducting
comparative studies on MLDs.

Herbst (1996) examines the features of four popular English learners’ dictionaries: Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (OALD5), Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English
(LDOCE3), Collins COBUILD English Dictionary (COBUILD2), and Cambridge Interna-
tional Dictionary of English (CIDE). The study’s methodology involves a detailed analysis
and comparison of the dictionaries’ features, including their target users, corpus basis,
definitions, pronunciation, example policies, valency information, collocations and phrases,
labelling system, illustrations, access structure etc. The paper employs a qualitative
research approach, relying on the author’s expert judgement and critical evaluation of
the dictionaries’ strengths and weaknesses. The study’s findings are based on a thorough
and systematic comparison of the dictionaries’ features. The author provides clear and
detailed explanations of the criteria used for evaluation. Overall, the study’s methodology
is rigorous and comprehensive, and the findings are based on a thorough analysis of the
dictionaries’ features and feedback from language experts and users. However, the study
does not provide statistical analysis or quantitative data, and the evaluation criteria used
by the author are subjective to some extent.

Ivančič & Fabijanić (2017) present an approach for analysing the chronological development
of the macro- and microstructure of the OALD. Ten editions were investigated to find
out the similarities and differences. This study involves methodology of the analytical
standpoint of the authors, because it takes us thoroughly through different lexicographical
item within the macro- and the microstructure. The findings are shown comparatively
between the ten editions in tabular form. The study shows that the both macro- and
microstructure have been expanding increasingly over each edition. Variety of new sections
in MLDs has been introduced. This is to encourage the EFL learner’s language skills.
This study is highly relevant to our research as it focuses on the development of OALD
specifically and its treatment of lemmas within the dictionary.

While these two studies provide us with comprehensive framework for conducting detailed
manual analysis within the microstructure and offer guidelines for comparing different
dictionaries, they lack objective criteria as both studies rely solely on the author’s opinion.
To address this limitation, we propose the use of reliable criteria for analysis, specifically
qB2;�M/Ƕb Bi2K +H�bb2b described in the methodology section. By adopting these established
criteria, we can ensure a more reliable and unbiased approach to our analysis, moving
beyond the subjective viewpoint of the authors alone.

3. Methodology
This research paper is a comparative study that aims to show the capabilities of ChatGPT
for lexicographical purposes and compare it with the OALD focusing on the microstructural
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elements. To accomplish this, we provide a detailed explanation of the methods employed
for this study in the following section. In addition, this section will provide a comprehensive
overview of the entire study process (see Figure 1).

3.1 Corpus and lemma selection

In order to notice the differences of microstructural elements we selected the ten most
frequently used words from five different parts of speech (POS) including noun, verb,
adjective, adverb, and preposition. According to the frequency counts in Davies & Gardner
(2013), our chosen five POS belong to the most commonly used functional word classes
in English. We choose lemmas from different POS because the lexicographical items in
dictionary entries can vary even within the same category. We selected 50 lemmas from
the British National Corpus (BNC) Oxford Text Archive (2007). While various corpora
may produce slightly different outcomes, our choice of corpus does not significantly affect
our study’s purpose of showcasing the likeness of the most frequently utilized English
words.

3.2 Wiegand’s item classes

According to Wiegand (1989), dictionaries have more than 200 classes of functional text
segments that serve as structural indicators within the dictionary microstructure. However,
for the purpose of our study, we focused only on the lexicographical items suggested by
Wiegand for general and learner’s dictionaries. Since the OALD falls into this category and
our objective is to assess the capabilities of ChatGPT as a learner’s dictionary, we have
chosen the suggested item classes and lexicographical items as our criteria for evaluation.
Engelberg & Lemnitzer (2009) adapted these lexicographical items and simplified their
names. To ensure coherence and ease of understanding, we adapted these names of the
item classes for our English language research and assigned them acronyms for easy
reference in subsequent sections, namely Lemma Sign (LES), Phonetic-Phonological
and Orthographic Information (PPOI), Morphological Information (MOI), Syntactic
Information (SYI), Syntactic-Semantic Information (SYSI), Semantic Information (SEMI),
Pragmatic Information (PRAI), and Other Items (OTI), that contains lexicographical
items which do not belong to the other item classes. We use the lexicographical items
belonging to the above mentioned classes to test ChatGPT’s competence as a learner’s
dictionary. ChatGPT is assigned to provide information for each item to complete the
task.

3.3 Lexicographical prompts

Prompt engineering is becoming an essential skill for effective communication with large
language models (LLMs) like ChatGPT. These prompts serve as instructions that enforce
rules, automate processes, and ensure specific qualities and quantities of output. They
are also a programming tool that can customize the outputs and interactions with the
language model White et al. (2023).

In order to make ChatGPT to complete a task effectively, an appropriate prompt needs to
be formulated. Different style of prompt may affect the quality of the outputs. Initially,
we begin formulating our own prompt giving ChatGPT to T`QpB/2 /B+iBQM�`v BM7Q`K�iBQM
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7Q` � ;Bp2M ǴH2KK�Ǵ. With this prompt, the responses generated by ChatGPT can be
inconsistent, even with the same prompt used. Each time, ChatGPT produces a different
structure. Prompt 1 shows how ChatGPT typically generates the structure. The overall
result does not meet our satisfaction due to the lack of data within one dictionary entry.
Prompt 1 demonstrates that ChatGPT only provides us data related to five lexicographical
items which are the form of the lemma sign, the spelling, part of speech, and polysemy.
Only some of the polysemous senses are displayed in Prompt 1, despite the fact that the
original response contains approximately 20 senses. Due to the lack of data in an entry we
then ask ChatGPT itself for the advice of the possible prompts for our lexicographical
tasks. Prompt 2 shows the response of possible prompts for different lexicographical tasks.
While the prompts provided by ChatGPT show potential for lexicographical tasks, their
effectiveness has not been established in the field of lexicography. As such, we consider
them as an initial attempt to assess the response of our lexicographical items within
Wiegand’s item classes.

S`QKTi R, S`QpB/2 /B+iBQM�`v BM7Q`K�iBQM 7Q` ǮiBK2Ǯ
Sure, here is the dictionary information for the word ”time”:

noun

1. as a measurement, ”time” refers to a duration or a quantity that is measured
in units of seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years, or other units
depending on the context.

2. the duration of a particular event or situation.

verb

1. to measure or record the speed, duration, or rate of.
2. to adjust (a mechanism) so as to synchronize its operation with a timing

device or with a sequence of operations.

S`QKTi k, S`QpB/2 i2M +QM+Bb2 T`QKTib Q` i2KTH�i2b i?�i +�M K�F2
vQm /Q H2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H i�bFb
Sure, here are ten concise prompts or templates for lexicographical tasks:

1. Define the word [insert word here].
2. Create a list of synonyms for [insert word here].
3. Provide an antonym for [insert word here].
4. Explain the origin and etymology of [insert word here].
5. Write a sentence using [insert word here] in context.
6. Give an example of a word that is commonly confused with [insert word

here].
7. What part of speech does [insert word here] belong to?
8. Identify the syllable stress in [insert word here].
9. Provide a definition for [insert phrase or idiom here].
10. List three words that are derived from [insert word root here].
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3.4 Datasets

All the information we gather from the BNC, lexicographical items from Wiegand’s item
classes, responses from ChatGPT and OALD are stored in two primary tables. The first
table lists 50 selected lemmas from the most frequently used English words across five
different parts of speech from BNC. Additionally, the table presents 41 lexicographical
items belonging to eight distinct item classes. Each column of the lexicographical items
is marked with T`2b2Mi or �#b2Mi indicating whether ChatGPT and OALD can provide
information related to the corresponding lexicographical item for each lemma. The second
table lists 50 selected lemmas as like in the first table and five chosen lexicographical items
LES, AUSA, RA, WAA, ABEDR, and ETYA. The table also contains the actual answers
in textual form that we gather from both sources to be calculated for their similarities
with BLEU and ROUGE.

3.5 Manual Analysis

We use the collected dataset to analyze the results for eight item classes: LES, PPOI,
MOI, SYI, SYSI, SEMI, PRAI, and OTI. This evaluation helps us assess the capabilities of
ChatGPT. For each item class, we examine whether ChatGPT and OALD are capable of
providing the corresponding lexicographical items within the microstructure. Additionally,
we analyze how they present the corresponding data, if available. The tables display
lexicographical items in each class, lemma countk, and three different types of symbols:
percentages (%), plus signs (+), and minus signs (–). Percentages represent the availability
of data provided by both tools for related lexicographical items, while a minus sign indicates
unavailability of the data. A plus sign indicates that the related data is available but
beyond the scope of our selected 50 lemmas.

3.6 Similarity Scores

In addition we calculate how similar the provided answers from ChatGPT and OALD are
by using BLEU Papineni et al. (2002) and ROUGE Lin (2004). It is important to note
that these scores do not indicate the quality of the answers, but rather measure the extent
to which they align with the human-edited dictionary entries in a learner’s dictionary.
Both calculation methods are not simple scoring functions, but robust frameworks aimed
at evaluating NLP model outputs using given reference texts. Therefore, we only cover
parts of these methods that are relevant for our research purposes.

For clarification, let us describe the most important definitions before we go over our
calculations. In the field of NLP, an n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n œ N tokens from
a given sample of text. They are instances of a sequence of characters that are grouped
together as a useful semantic unit for processing. Depending on the application in which
they are used, tokens can be a simple character, few characters, or even words. This paper
considers tokens that represent words. When n = 1 the n-gram is called a unigram, n = 2
a bigram, and n = 3 it is a trigram. In our calculations, we use multiple n values to
provide a more complete picture.

R h?Bb BM+Hm/2b TQHvb2KQmb b2Mb2b Q7 i?2 /2}MBiBQM rBi?BM i?2 2Mi`B2bX
k h?Bb BM/B+�i2b i?2 MmK#2` Q7 H2KK�b i?�i +�M mM/2`;Q +2`i�BM H2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H Bi2Kb- �b bQK2 Bi2Kb �`2

QMHv �TTHB+�#H2 iQ +2`i�BM T�`ib Q7 bT22+?X h?2 T`QpB/2/ T2`+2Mi�;2b �HbQ +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i?BbX
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Two other useful definitions are reference and candidate text. The former can be considered
as ground truth and it is usually compiled by humans, while the latter is generated by
a NLP model. In our case, reference text is information gathered from OALD, while
candidate text refers to answers collected from ChatGPT. Compering reference and
candidate texts yields a similarity score s œ [0, . . . , 1]. If s = 0 the texts are completely
different, while s = 1 means they are the same according to the used method. However, it
is important to highlight that BLEU and ROUGE only considers the syntactics and not
the semantics of a text.

3.6.1 Method BLEU

Originally, BLEU is designed for machine translation tasks. However, it is widely used in
other areas such as code comparison Rikk et al. (2022) for program synthesis. This section
gives an overview of the method and introduces all key concepts of it.

This method calculates the n-gram overlaps between the reference and candidate texts.
Usually, we have multiple of the former as there can be multiple correct translation for a
given text. However in our case, the reference text is obtained from OALD, because we
are only interested in the similarities between it and ChatGPT.

Now, we go over how BLEU is calculated. Let us define the count function which given a
text T and a n-gram g returns the number of times g is in T .

count(g, T ) =
ÿ

tœT
t=g

1 (1)

Next, a clipped count countc function given a list of reference texts R and candidate
text C calculates the maximum number of times a n-gram occurs in any single reference
translation. Then clips the total count of each candidate n-grams by its maximum reference
count.

countc(g, R, C) = min
3

count(g, C),max
RœR

count(g, R)
4

(2)

With Equations (1) and (2), BLEU is calculated as follows. We first compute the n-gram
matches sentence by sentence. Next, we add the clipped n-gram counts for all the candidate
sentences and divide by the number of candidate n- grams in the test corpus to compute
a modified precision score, pn, for the entire test corpus.

pn =
q

cœC
q

gœc countc(g, c)
q

cÕ œCÕ
q

gÕ œcÕ count(gÕ , c) (3)

Then, we take the geometric mean of the test corpus’ modified precision scores and then
multiply the result by an exponential brevity penalty factor. If k is the length of the
candidate translation and r is the effective reference corpus length, then the brevity penalty
BP :

BP =
Y
]

[
1 if, k > r

e
1≠r

k if, k Æ r
(4)
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Last, BLEU function is calculated as

BLEU = BP · exp
A

Nÿ

n=1
wn log pn

B

(5)

where wn œ R is called weight and q
n wn = 1. In our calculations, we use a variety of

weights to obtain a more robust evaluation. Depending on the n-grams used in Equation (5),
it is also referred to as BLEU-n.

3.6.2 Method ROUGE

ROUGE is a set of metrics, rather than just one method. In this section, we cover the
main approaches that are used in our tests, starting with ROUGE-N .

Formally, ROUGE-N is an n-gram recall between a candidate summary C and a set of
reference summaries R. ROUGE-N is computed as follows:

ROUGE-N =
q

RœR
q

gœR countm(g, C)
q

RÕ œR
q

gÕ œRÕ count(gÕ , C) (6)

where g is a n-gram, function countm is the maximum number of n-grams co-occurring in
a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries, while function count is defined
as Equation (1). With ROUGE-N , N represents the n-gram that we are using. For
ROUGE-1, we would be measuring the match-rate of unigrams between our model output
and reference.

ROUGE-N can calculate three different values. These are recall, precision, and F1 score.
Recall counts the number of overlapping n-grams found in both the model output and
reference, then divides this number by the total number of n-grams in the reference
(Equation (6)). This ensures that our model is capturing all of the information contained
in the reference, but this is not so great at ensuring our model is not just pushing out a
huge number of words to game the recall score. To avoid this, we use the precision metric,
which is calculated just as the recall except, we divide by the model n-gram count and not
with the reference n-gram count. Last, the F1 score is calculated as

F1 score = 2 · precision · recall
precision + recall (7)

ROUGE-L measures the longest common subsequence (LCS) between our model output
and reference. We can apply our recall, precision, and F1 calculations just like before, but
this time we replace countm with the LCS count.

4. Manual Analysis

This section presents the findings of our manual analysis, which is organized according to
the item classes proposed by Wiegand, each containing relevant lexicographical items.
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ChatGPT OALD

Item Classes ChatGPT OALD

Lemma Sign 100% 100%

Phonetic-phon. & orth. 57% 33%

Morphology ... ...

Syntactic ... ...

Syn.-sem. ... ...

Semantic ... ...

Pragmatic ... ...

Other Items 50% 100%

Total ... ...

Lemmas
Pronunciation

ChatGPT
Pronunciation

OALD
... POS

ChatGPT
POS

OALD

time
BrE: /taɪm/

NAmE: /taɪm/ (ty-

m)

BrE: /taɪm/ NAmE:

/taɪm/
... noun noun

year
BrE: /yɪr/ (year)

NAmE: /jɪr/ (yeer)

BrE: /jɪə(r)/, /jɜː(r)/

NAmE: /jɪr/
... noun noun

... ... ... ... ... ...

as
BrE: /æz/ NAmE:

/æz/ (az)

BrE: /əz/, strong

form /æz/ NAmE: /

əz/, strong form /

æz/

... Prepostion Prepostion

Lemmas
Pronunciation

ChatGPT
Pronunciation

OALD
... POS

ChatGPT
POS

OALD

time present present ... present present

year present present ... present present

... ... ... ... ... ...

as present present ... present present

Datasets

Manual Analysis Similarity Score Calculation
BL

EU
R

O
G

U
E

Extracting Data

Analysing Data

Figure 1: Compering ChatGPT and OALD. First, we extract the information from
both platforms manually. This yields two datasets. The first describes the presence
or absence of the lexicographical items, while the second contains the actual answers
from both tools. Then, we analyse our datasets using Wiegand’s item classes and
similarity scores. Last, the results are presented as tables for the the former and as
figures for the latter.

4.1 Lexicographical Items Regarding LES

Table 1 shows that both ChatGPT and OALD can provide LES to all of our selected
lemmas. When providing dictionary information, ChatGPT displays this item or headword
in a plain format without any typographical indicators such as font-style, font-size, or
colors that make it more invisible than any other information within the entry. Prompt 1
shows that the headword appears within quotation marks (”...”) in the answer. In contrast,
OALD displays the lemma sign in bold and dark blue color at the top of each entry,
making it highly visible and distinct from other elements. The font size is adjusted to
ensure effective emphasis. Furthermore, the presentation of the headword is not influenced
by the different parts of speech.
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G2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H Ai2K G2KK� *QmMi *?�i:Sh P�G.
Ai2K ;BpBM; i?2 7Q`K Q7 G1a 8y RyyW RyyW

Table 1: The percentage result of ChatGPT and OALD’s capabilities to provide LES
shows that both platforms score 100%. This is essential because the lemma sign is a
prerequisite for including an entry in a dictionary.

4.2 Lexicographical Items Regarding PPOI

According to the information presented in Table 2, it is evident that both ChatGPT and
OALD provide the pronunciation of all our lemmas using the International Phonetic Alpha-
bet (IPA) transcription system. However, ChatGPT does not include the pronunciation
as part of the dictionary entry on the first attempt as shown in Prompt 1. To access the
pronunciation, we must specifically ask, but once prompted, ChatGPT delivers just like
OALD as demonstrated in Prompt 3. One area where ChatGPT falls short compared to
OALD is that OALD provides audio files for users to imitate the sounds. Instead of audio
files, ChatGPT compensates by offering detailed instructions on how to pronounce words
which related to the lexicographical items giving �++2Mi, pQr2H [m�MiBiv K�`F2`, bvHH�#H2
and bvHH�#H2 /BpBbBQM which are lacking in OALD. Regarding Bi2K ;BpBM; i?2 bT2HHBM;, the
lemma sign serves not only as a means to identify a headword in a dictionary, but it also
functions as a reference point for the word’s spelling. As a result, both ChatGPT and
OALD are equipped to provide this lexicographical item for 100% of our lemmas.

G2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H Ai2K G2KK� *QmMi *?�i:Sh P�G.
S`QMmM+B�iBQM 8y RyyW RyyW

�++2Mi 8y R9W Ĝ
oQr2H [m�MiBiv K�`F2` 8y RyyW Ĝ

avHH�#H2 8y R9W Ĝ
aT2HHBM; 8y RyyW RyyW

avHH�#H2 /BpBbBQM 8y R9W Ĝ

Table 2: The comparison results for PPOI indicate that ChatGPT matches OALD’s 100%
score for pronunciation and spelling items. Additionally, ChatGPT can provide a 100%
score for the vowel quantity marker, which is not a feature possessed by OALD. However,
for the items giving accent, syllable, and syllable division, ChatGPT only provides 14%,
whereas OALD does not include these features.

S`QKTi j, S`QpB/2 T`QMmM+B�iBQM BM �K2`B+�M �M/ "`BiBb? 1M;HBb?
7Q` ǮT2QTH2Ǯ
The pronunciation of ”people” is generally the same in both American and British
English. It is pronounced as \’pi:pl \(PEE-pul) with stress on the first syllable in
both dialects.
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4.3 Lexicographical Items Regarding MOI

Table 3 demonstrates the capabilities of ChatGPT and OALD for providing data on
lexicographical items in this class. Ai2K ;BpBM; ;2M/2`, not applicable in English, is
excluded from our criteria. Regarding BM~2tBQM, ChatGPT and OALD offer inflection for
lemmas within certain parts of speech limitations. ChatGPT covers 77.5% of lemmas
across multiple parts of speech, while OALD covers 42.5%, primarily for verbs and nouns.
For /2;`22b Q7 +QKT�`BbQM, adjectives and adverbs in English are considered. Among 50
lemmas, we focus on 20 from POS adjective and adverb. ChatGPT provides information
for 11 lemmas (55%), mostly adjectives (see example Prompt 4), while OALD only covers
four lemmas (20%), three adjectives, and one adverb. All 50 lemmas can have +QKTQmM/b
and rQ`/ 7�KBHB2b identified by ChatGPT (see example Prompt 5). Note that some
selected lemmas may not form compounds, which ChatGPT can indicate. OALD provides
compounds and word families only for noun lemmas (20%), with certain compounds listed
separately. Nouns alone offer Bi2K ;BpBM; MmK#2`. ChatGPT provides plural forms for all
ten nouns (100%), while OALD only provides only irregular plural forms for two lemmas:
K�M and +?BH/ (20%). Regular plural forms ending in @b or @2b are not covered by OALD.

G2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H Ai2K G2KK� +QmMi *?�i:Sh P�G.
AM~2tBQM 9y ddX8W 9kX8W

.2;`22b Q7 +QKT�`BbQM ky 88W kyW
*QKTQmM/ 8y RyyW kyW

qQ`/ 7�KBHv 8y RyyW kyW
LmK#2` Ry kyW 9W

Table 3: The comparison of MOI reveals that ChatGPT and OALD can provide all the
lexicographical items in this class. However, the ability of ChatGPT and OALD to provide
information in this class depends on the POS of the lemmata, which affects the percentage
of information provided. In terms of MOI, ChatGPT is capable of providing information
for a greater number of lemmata than OALD.

S`QKTi 9, S`QpB/2 /2;`22b Q7 +QKT�`BbQM 7Q` Ǯ;QQ/Ǯ
The degrees of comparison for ”good” are:

• Positive degree: good
• Comparative degree: better
• Superlative degree: best

S`QKTi 8, S`QpB/2 +QKTQmM/b �M/ rQ`/ 7�KBHv 7Q` p2`# Ǯ#2Ǯ
The verb ”be” is an irregular verb and does not typically form compounds. However,
here are some related words in its word family:
Word family:

• am (present tense first person singular form)
• is (present tense third person singular form)
• are (present tense plural form and second person singular form)
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4.4 Lexicographical Items Regarding SYI

Table 4 indicates that both ChatGPT and OALD can provide all the lexicographical items
related to this item class, achieving a 100% coverage. Regarding T�`i Q7 bT22+? ChatGPT
includes all the relevant POS in a single entry following by the senses as demonstrated in
Prompt 1, while OALD tends to present them separately in each individual entry, such as
with the lemma ”work” that can function as both a noun and verb. Regarding Bi2K ;BpBM;
p�H2M+v ChatGPT displays valency using argument structurej and indicates whether a
verb is i`�MbBiBp2 or BMi`�MbBiBp2 (see example Prompt 6). OALD provides information on
valency for the same verb, but only for the latter. For example, for the sense of /Q as a
transitive verb, OALD highlights /Q bQK2i?BM; in bold to indicate that the verb requires
an object or thing to receive the action. Ai2K ;BpBM; �/D2+iBp2 /Bbi`B#miBQM is limited to
POS adjective. Both ChatGPT and OALD present this data through example sentences
and collocations (see Prompt 7). Their approaches are similar.

G2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H Ai2K G2KK� +QmMi *?�i:Sh P�G.
S�`i Q7 bT22+? 8y RyyW RyyW

o�H2M+v Ry RyyW RyyW
�/D2+iBp2 /Bbi`B#miBQM Ry RyyW RyyW

Table 4: The percentage results of the capabilities between ChatGPT and OALD in
providing information related to SYI show that both platforms are capable of providing
100% of all related lexicographical items.

S`QKTi e, S`QpB/2 p�H2M+v 7Q` p2`# Ǯ/QǮ
The verb ”do” is a transitive verb and its valency is 2, which means it requires two
arguments to form a complete sentence. The first argument is the subject of the
sentence, and the second argument is the object that receives the action of the verb.

[Example sentences]

The verb ”do” can also be used as an auxiliary verb to form questions and negative
statements, in which case it does not take an object. In these cases, the valency of
the verb is considered to be 0.

[Example sentences]

j h?Bb `272`b iQ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 +Q`2 �`;mK2Mib Q` +QKTH2K2Mib `2[mB`2/ #v � ;Bp2M p2`# iQ 7Q`K �
;`�KK�iB+�HHv +Q``2+i b2Mi2M+2X
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S`QKTi d, S`QpB/2 �/D2+iBp2 /Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q` ǮM2rǮ
The adjective ”new” can be used to describe a variety of nouns across different
categories, including:

1. New objects: new car, new phone, new book
2. New ideas: new concept, new theory, new approach
3. New experiences: new adventure, new opportunity, new relationship
4. New places: new city, new neighborhood, new country
5. New information: new data, new research, new findings

Overall, the distribution of ”new” as an adjective is quite wide and versatile.

4.5 Lexicographical Items Regarding SYSI

In terms of the lexicographical items related to this item class, both ChatGPT and OALD
demonstrate capability, covering +QHHQ+�iBQM, T?`�b2K2, T`Qp2`#, and 2t�KTH2 (see Table 5).
However, there is a distinction between the example sentence types provided. ChatGPT
offers mb�;2 2t�KTH2b, whereas OALD presents +Bi�iBQM i2tib without the accompanying
`272`2M+2.

ChatGPT provides +QHHQ+�iBQMb for all 50 selected lemmas (100%) in a list format. Users
can choose the lemma’s position in the collocations. OALD, however, covers only 18 out
of the 50 lemmas (36%), mostly nouns. Its collocations appear in separate information
boxes for each definition, sourced from the Oxford Collocations Dictionary.

Regarding S?`�b�K2 ChatGPT can provide idiomatic expressions for all of the 50 lemmas
(100%), although some of the expressions may not include the headword but refer to it
by meaning. For POS other than nouns and verbs, ChatGPT may provide some kind
of collocations instead of idioms which is not the concept of idiomatic expressions. In
contrast, OALD can provide idiomatic expressions for 84% of the lemmas. OALD has a
separate section dedicated to idioms located at the end of the dictionary entry. Users can
also find a shortcut to this section at the top of the entry below the headword, POS, and
pronunciation.

ChatGPT is capable of providing T`Qp2`# for all the lemmas. However, some proverbs
may not include the headword, and the accuracy of the provided proverbs is questionable.
On the other hand, OALD can only provide this information for 26% of the lemmas, but
the proverbs provided are accurate. OALD presents proverbs within the idioms section,
indicated by Ub�vBM;V.

ChatGPT and OALD are capable of providing 2t�KTH2b for all of our lemmas (100%).
ChatGPT usually offers ten example sentences for each lemma mixed from all the senses.
On the other hand, OALD provides sense-specific examples of varying numbers. ChatGPT
generates original example sentences using its own language proficiency derived from its
training on large amounts of text, thus we consider the examples provided by ChatGPT
to be mb�;2 2t�KTH2b. OALD offers a different type of examples referred to as +Bi�iBQM i2ti
or +Q`Tmb 2t�KTH2b. These examples are usually sourced from the dictionary’s corpora
and other lexicographical sources. However, OALD does not include Bi2K BM/B+�iBM;
i?2 `272`2M+2 Q7 i?2 +Bi�iBQM within the entry. Since it’s apparent that the examples are
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extracted from the BNC, this may be the reason why this information is not provided in
OALD dictionary entry.

G2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H Ai2K G2KK� *QmMi *?�i:Sh P�G.
*QHHQ+�iBQM 8y RyyW jeW
S?`�b2K2 8y RyyW 39W
S`Qp2`# 8y RyyW keW
1t�KTH2 8y RyyW RyyW

lb�;2 2t�KTH2 8y RyyW Ĝ
*Bi�iBQM i2ti 8y Ĝ RyyW

_272`2M+2 Q7 i?2 +Bi�iBQM 8y Ĝ Ĝ

Table 5: In the comparison of SYSI capabilities, it was found that ChatGPT can provide
collocations, phrasemes, and proverbs for all selected lemmas. In contrast, the percentages
of OALD in providing these lexicographical items are consistently lower than those of
ChatGPT. While both ChatGPT and OALD can provide example sentences, the approaches
used by the two platforms to provide these examples differ.

4.6 Lexicographical Items Regarding SEMI

Regarding the semantic class, ChatGPT and OALD are capable of providing most of the
items in this category. However, ChatGPT is unable to provide the BHHmbi`�iBQM due to
its nature as a text-based LLM. However, as Prompt 8 shows, it can provide detailed
and descriptive explanations to help the users understand the concepts and ideas of the
lemma. OALD occasionally includes pictures with the definitions in its dictionary entries.
However, the entries for our 50 chosen lemmas do not have any illustrations. It is worth
noting that OALD has the ability to provide illustrations, but not for the lemmas we
selected. We indicate this by using plus symbol (+) in Table 6.

Additionally, neither ChatGPT nor OALD can provide the Bi2K ;BpBM; �M 2[mBp�H2Mi, as
this belongs to one of the features of bilingual and multilingual dictionaries, that provides
translations of the lemmas in the target language(s). However, since OALD is a monolingual
learner’s dictionary for English, this feature is not available in OALD. Similarly, we cannot
compare this feature in ChatGPT for the same reason.

ChatGPT and OALD are both capable of providing Ai2K ;BpBM; K2�MBM; and TQHvb2Kv
for all the lemmas. In the cases of polysemy, both platforms enumerate each sense and
present them in a list. However, OALD uses a restricted vocabulary, known as The Oxford
3000 Oxford University Press (n.d.), to ensure that definitions are easily understandable
for EFL learners.

Both ChatGPT and OALD can provide bvMQMvKb and �MiQMvKb. But not all the dictionary
entries in OALD possess this feature. Only 26% of our lemmas can provide synonyms
and only 2% percent can provide antonyms. Out of the 50 lemmas we examine, only the
lemma M2r provides an antonym. In OALD, synonyms are presented in two different ways:
a fold-out box and list of synonymous words. On the other hand, ChatGPT presents both
synonyms and antonyms in a list format, as demonstrated in Prompt 9 and can provide
100% of the lemmas.
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G2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H Ai2K G2KK� *QmMi *?�i:Sh P�G.
J2�MBM; 8y RyyW RyyW

avMQMvKb 8y RyyW keW
�MiQMvKb 8y RyyW kW
SQHvb2Kv 8y RyyW RyyW

AHHmbi`�iBQM 8y Ĝ Y
1[mBp�H2Mi 8y Ĝ Ĝ

Table 6: Upon comparing the SEMI capabilities, it was discovered that both ChatGPT and
OALD can provide complete information for the essential lexicographical items of meaning
and polysemy, with a 100% success rate. Both platforms can also provide synonyms and
antonyms, with OALD consistently shows lower percentages in providing this information
for our selected lemmas. ChatGPT is unable to provide illustrations, while OALD has
the capability to do so, although it is not available for our selected lemmas. There is no
equivalent feature to be considered in this context.

S`QKTi 3, S`QpB/2 BHHmbi`�iBQM 7Q` ǮK�MǮ
I’m sorry, but I cannot provide illustrations as I am a text-based AI language model.
An illustration for the word ”man” could be a drawing, painting, or photograph
that depicts a male human being. The illustration could show a man in a specific
context, such as at work, at home, or in a social setting. It could also show a man in
different stages of life, such as a young boy, middle-aged man, or elderly man. The
purpose of the illustration is to provide a visual representation of the word ”man”
to help readers understand and visualize its meaning.

S`QKTi N, S`QpB/2 bvMQMvKb �M/ �MiQMvKb 7Q` Ǯ/�vǮ
Synonyms for ”day”:

• daytime
• 24 hours
• sunlight
• ...

Antonyms for ”day”:

• night
• nighttime
• evening
• ...

4.7 Lexicographical Items Regarding PRAI

OALD typically includes pragmatic information within each individual sense, indicated
before the definition in brackets in italic and light grey. An example of /B�i2+?MB+ H�#2HHBM;
is U+QKTmiBM;V provided within the entry of �i for sense 15, referring to the symbol !
used in email addresses. This is the only lemma (2%) out of 50 lemmas that OALD can
provide diatechnic label. ChatGPT is capable of providing information on diatechnic
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labels, but for certain lemmas, it responds with LQ /B�i2+?MB+ H�#2HHBM; and notes that the
words are commonly used in general language rather than specialized terminology. It is
worth mentioning that ChatGPT can provide diatechnic labels in other cases, but it is not
applicable for our selected lemmas.

OALD can provide /B�bi`�iB+ H�#2H for 12% of our 50 lemmas. This information can be
found in the entries of certain lemmas such as ?�p2, /Q, K�F2, ;2i, FMQr, and r2HH. Labels
such as UbH�M;V can be found in these entries. ChatGPT, however, is not capable of
providing information related to this label, giving the reason that it requires more context
related to the headword.

In terms of /B�7`2[m2M+v H�#2HBM;, OALD does not provide this information for our selected
lemmas within its dictionary entries. However, it should be noted that the lemmas in
OALD are already commonly used and therefore do not require frequency labeling. In
some cases, the entries may include a label such as U`�`2V, which refers to diafrequency.
However, this does not apply to our selected lemmas. In contrast, ChatGPT provides
diafrequency information for all lemmas, indicating whether they are +QKKQM or p2`v
+QKKQM.

Out of the 50 lemmas we analyzed, OALD provides /B�2p�Hm�iBp2 H�#2HHBM; for eight of
them, which accounts for 16% of the total. The labels used in OALD for diaevaluative
purposes are denoted by phrases such as U�TT`QpBM;V or U/Bb�TT`QpBM;V. ChatGPT is also
capable of providing this information, although it uses different labels. For our specific list
of lemmas, ChatGPT indicates whether a word is M2mi`�H or TQbBiBp2 in connotation, since
there are no words with negative connotations in our list. However, it’s important to note
that due to ChatGPT’s lack of contextual awareness, caution should be exercised when
interpreting these labels.

OALD is capable of providing /B�+?`QMB+ H�#2Hb for 11 lemmas (22%) of the lemmas in our
sample. These labels, such as UQH/ mb2/V and UQH/@7�b?BQM2/V appear within the dictionary
entries. Although ChatGPT is unable to provide diachronic labels for our selected lemmas,
it is important to note that this is because the lemmas are still commonly used today.
However, it is worth mentioning that ChatGPT has the capability to provide diachronic
labels for other entries. When asked if it is possible to provide diachronic labels, ChatGPT
indicated that terms such as ?BbiQ`B+ or �`+?�B+ are used for some entries.

OALD is capable of providing /B�iQTB+ H�#2HHBM; for 48% of its lemmas, indicating regional
varieties of English such as American English, Australian English, British English, Northern
English, etc. This labelling is provided within individual senses rather than just for the
headword. In contrast, ChatGPT can also provide diatopic labelling, but for our chosen
lemmas, it only offers a M2mi`�H label since the words are universal and not associated with
any particular region or culture. We consider this as ChatGPT is capable of providing
diatopic label, but just not for our chosen lemmas.

OALD is typically able to provide Ai2K ;BpBM; i?2 /B�BMi2;`�iBp2 H�#2HHBM; for loanwords and
their original language. However, since our chosen lemmas do not fall under this category,
OALD entries do not include this label. Nevertheless, if we were to look up a lemma like
”croissant,” it would be labeled as U7`QK 6`2M+?V for diaintegrative purposes. ChatGPT,
on the other hand, explains that such labels would fall under etymology and can provide
the word’s origin instead. We consider ChatGPT unable to provide diaintegrative labelling
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Regarding .B�MQ`K�iBp2 H�#2HHBM;, OALD can provide this information for 10% of the 50
chosen lemmas from different parts of speech. OALD shows this information by presenting
typical mistakes made by EFL learners with a crossed-out sentence alongside the correct
version. However, ChatGPT is not able to provide this type of information, giving the
reason that dianormative labelling is a complex process that requires knowledge of the
social, cultural, and historical context of a language and its users. It involves identifying
the norms and values associated with the use of certain words and how they may vary
across different social groups or contexts. This is a task that requires human expertise
and cultural knowledge.

Out of our 50 lemmas, OALD can provide Ai2K ;BpBM; i?2 /B�i2tim�H H�#2HHBM; for 10 of them
(20%). The labels provided in OALD entries include HBi2`�HHv or };m`�iBp2, which indicate
the intended meaning of larger textual units such as phrases, sentences, and definitions.
However, ChatGPT cannot offer this type of information as diatextual labelling is not
applicable to individual words. It is a labelling system that is used to analyse and describe
larger textual units, such as those found in OALD entries.

OALD provides /B�K2/B�H H�#2Hb such as bTQF2M or r`Bii2M, but surprisingly, none of our
chosen lemmas are labeled as such in the dictionary entries. It is possible that this is
because they are commonly used words. However, ChatGPT can provide diamedial labels
for all of our chosen lemmas, using terms like bTQF2M, r`Bii2M, M2rb, and �+�/2KB+ to
indicate this information. However, it is important to note that ChatGPT provides all four
above mentioned labels to all of our lemmas, which may lead to inaccurate information.
Users of ChatGPT should be aware of this potential issue.

According to Wiegand et al. (2010), OALD includes some additional diasystem labels,
such as /B�T?�bB+ H�#2HHBM;, which indicates whether a lexeme is considered 7Q`K�H or
BM7Q`K�H, and /B��iiBim/BM�H H�#2HHBM;, which includes indications such as ?mKQ`Qmb and
B`QMB+. However, these labels are not included in item classes or lexicographical items as
defined by Wiegand.

G2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H Ai2K G2KK� *QmMi *?�i:Sh P�G.
.B�i2+?MB+ H�#2HHBM; 8y Y kW
.B�bi`�iB+ H�#2HHBM; 8y Ĝ RkW

.B�7`2[m2M+v H�#2HHBM; 8y RyyW Y

.B�2p�Hm�iBp2 H�#2HHBM; 8y RyyW ReW
.B�+?`QMB+ H�#2HHBM; 8y Y kkW
.B�iQTB+ H�#2HHBM; 8y Y 93W

.B�BMi2;`�iBp2 H�#2HHBM; 8y Ĝ Y

.B�MQ`K�iBp2 H�#2HHBM; 8y Ĝ RyW
.B�i2tim�H H�#2HHBM; 8y Ĝ kyW
.B�K2/B�H H�#2HHBM; 8y RyyW Y

Table 7: The pragmatic class percentage outcome indicates that OALD excels in providing
all types of labelling, whereas ChatGPT falls short in providing information on this class.
This is mainly because the expertise and cultural knowledge of human lexicographers
are essential for such labelling, and ChatGPT requires more context in order to provide
related information.
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4.8 Lexicographical Items Regarding OTI

The two lexicographical items, etymology and cross-reference, do not fall under any of
the item classes mentioned previously. As a result, they are categorized separately by
Wiegand. Although providing the 2ivKQHQ;v of a word is not a typical feature found in
monolingual learner’s dictionaries, most printed dictionaries do not provide this information
for every lemma in their dictionaries due to space constraints. However, both ChatGPT
and OALD are capable of providing etymology for all 50 lemmas with a 100% success
rate. In OALD, the etymological information is available in a separate fold-out section
titled qQ`/ P`B;BM The manner in which ChatGPT provides etymological information is
illustrated in Prompt 10.

Regarding Ai2K ;BpBM; � +`Qbb@`272`2M+2, ChatGPT generates responses one by one and does
not have the capability to refer to external sources of information within a single answer.
On the other hand, OALD has a cross-reference feature marked in blue for all of the
lemmas, and by hovering over it with the cursor, the linked source is immediately displayed.
Additionally, users can double-click on any word in the dictionary entry, which will lead
them to the entry for that word. This feature is particularly useful when encountering
unfamiliar words in a definition.

G2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H Ai2K G2KK� *QmMi *?�i:Sh P�G.
1ivKQHQ;v 8y RyyW RyyW

*`Qbb@`272`2M+2 8y Ĝ RyyW

Table 8: The percentage result of the OTI comparison shows that OALD is capable of
providing information for both lexicographical items in this class, achieving a score of 100%.
In contrast, ChatGPT can only provide information related to one item, demonstrating a
limitation in its capabilities. This is due to the fact that ChatGPT does not possess the
feature to refer to external sources.

S`QKTi Ry, S`QpB/2 rQ`/ Q`B;BM 7Q` Ǯ+?BH/Ǯ
The word ”child” comes from the Old English word ”cild”, which meant ”a fetus,
an infant, or a young person”. The word is thought to be derived from the Proto-
Germanic word ”*kiltham”, which meant ”womb” or ”uterus.” This word is related
to the Old Norse word ”kildr” and the German word ”Kinder”.

4.9 Additional Lexicographical Features

In this section, we have compiled extra lexicographical features from OALD that were not
classified by Wiegand but can benefit EFL learners, as illustrated in Table 9. We compare
their availability in ChatGPT and note that while both dictionaries offer these features,
ChatGPT requires specific prompts for providing certain information.

5. Similarity Scores
In this section, we present our key findings obtained through similarity scores. We first
discuss the BLEU results, followed by the ROUGE results. Additionally, we provide
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G2tB+Q;`�T?B+�H Ai2K G2KK� *QmMi *?�i:Sh P�G.
*16_ H2p2H 8y RyyW RyyW

hQTB+ 8y Y RyyW
�##`2pB�iBQM 8y RyW RyW

*mHim`�H AM7Q`K�iBQM 8y Y kW
SQHBiB+�H bi�i2K2Mi 8y Y kW

LQi2b QM mb�;2 8y Y k3W

Table 9: The percentage comparison results for the compiled additional lexicographical
features in OALD demonstrate that ChatGPT is capable of providing information related
to those lexicographical items as well.

interpretations for each of the findings. We calculate the similarity scores on the dataset
containing the responses from ChatGPT and data from OALD. This contains the following
lexicographical items: LES, AUSA, RA, WAA, ABED, and ETYA. Not counting the
lemma sign, all lexicographical items define a category. For each category, we collect the
answers of ChatGPT and OALD. Since we have 5 categories, this yields 1 + 5 · 2 many
columns (features) with 50 rows for our dataset.

The similarity scores calculated by iterating over all categories row by row. For each
row, the calculations return a vector v œ R1◊l, where l is determined by the method used.
When using BLEU, the last element of v is the average of the previous elements. The
overall mean is calculated by taking the average of the last element in every v in a given
category. For each category, our results are described by a matrix X œ R50◊l. These
matrices are visualized in the next sections.

5.1 BLEU Scores

This section contains our most important BLEU results and interpretations of these. In
the calculations, we have used different n-grams with n = 1, 2, 3, 4. Also, the averages of
all the n-grams are provided.

The used weights for BLEU-1 to BLEU-4 in order are w1 = [1], w2 = [0.5, 0.5], w3 =
[0.33, 0.33, 0.33], and w4 = [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25]. Additionally, we use a smoothing function
Chen & Cherry (2014). This is needed because if there is no n-gram overlap for any order
of n-grams, BLEU returns 0. Due to the precision for the order of n-grams without overlap
is 0, and the geometric mean in the final BLEU score computation multiplies the 0 with
the precision of other n-grams. This results in 0 independently of the precision of the
other n-gram orders. Specifically, we use ‘-smoothing which adds a small ‘ value to the
numerator when it is 0 in Equation (3). In our case, ‘ = 0.1.

BLEU scores consistently show that lexicographical items containing more n-grams re-
ceive lower scores, indicating that ChatGPT’s responses match better with single words
(unigrams) than with phrases (multigrams). This trend is observed across all evaluated
lemmas and the five chosen lexicographical items. Figure 2 highlights that ABED’s
complex text elements result in lower scores, compared to single-word representations like
RA or WAA. The bar charts clearly demonstrate that shorter candidate texts, like those
in AUSA, RA, or WAA, receive higher scores, while longer ones, like ABED and ETYA,
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Figure 2: BLEU scores for ABED category. Each bar represents five scores, from left to
right: BLEU-1 to BLEU-4, and the average. The top figure shows the first 25 lemmas,
while the bottom figure displays the remaining 25. The overall mean for the data is
indicated in the title of both figures.

receive lower scores. In fact, ETYA had the longest candidate text and obtained the lowest
BLEU score among the five selected lexicographical items.

5.2 ROUGE Scores

This section contains our most important ROUGE results and interpretations of these.
We calculate ROUGE-1 (R1), ROUGE-2 (R2), and ROUGE-L (RL) with recall, precision,
and F1 scores for each method. On the figures, these values are denoted with their first
letter. For example, ROUGE-1 recall is abbreviated to R1-R.

ROUGE scores consistently indicate that bigrams (R2) have the lowest scores compared
to unigrams and RL for all of our lemmas, and all five selected lexicographical items.
Remarkably, all n-grams scores for the lemma �HbQ achieve a perfect score of 1.0, as
illustrated in Figure 3. This is due to the 100% match between the candidate and reference
texts. ChatGPT and OALD provide the same definition, BM �//BiBQMc iQQ, with identical
punctuation. The trend of R2 scores being the lowest is consistent across all of our ROGUE
score charts.

6. Evaluation

In this section, a summary of the results obtained from manual analysis and similarity
score tests are presented. The manual analysis included a thorough evaluation of the
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Figure 3: ROUGE scores in the ABED category. We visualize nine values for each lemma.
In order from left to right, these are ROUGE-1 (R1), ROUGE-2 (R2), and ROUGE-L
(RL) for each we provide recall (R), precision (P), and F1 (F) scores.

capabilities of ChatGPT and OALD. This was done by comparing the percentages of each
item class between the two sources. Additionally, the analysis presented the total average
score for all item classes.

The average capabilities of ChatGPT and OALD for each item class are presented in
Table 10. ChatGPT has an average score of 68% in providing dictionary information for
the 50 chosen lemmas. This is 11% higher than the average score of OALD, which is 57%.
Both ChatGPT and OALD can provide 100% of related information for the LES and SYI
item class. ChatGPT has a higher average score than OALD for all item classes except
OTI, where OALD has a perfect average score of 100%.

The similarity scores of both BLEU and ROGUE suggest that higher scores are attained
when candidate texts are evaluated at the unigram level, with those containing only one
word unit reaching a perfect score of 1.0. Conversely, longer word units tend to receive
lower scores, as demonstrated by the lower scores of lexicographical items ABED and
ETYA. Of the five chosen items, AUSA holds the highest similarity scores followed by
RA and WAA, while ETYA has the lowest scores indicating the least similarity to the
reference text.

7. Conclusions and future work
The paper compares the abilities of ChatGPT and OALD for lexicographical purposes,
specifically focusing on microstructural elements. The study finds that ChatGPT performs
better on average than OALD in providing information related to lexicographical items,
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Ai2K *H�bb �p2`�;2 a+Q`2
*?�i:Sh P�G.

G1a RyyW RyyW
SSPA 8dW jjW
JPA dRW kRW
auA RyyW RyyW

auaA dRW 9NW
a1JA edW j3W
S_�A jyW RjW
PhA 8yW RyyW
Total e3W 8dW

Table 10: The comparison of ChatGPT and OALD in providing information related
to each item class yielded average scores. Both platforms achieved 100% for LES and
SYI. ChatGPT had overall higher average scores than OALD in all item classes, except
for OTI.

indicating its potential as a learner’s dictionary. However, ChatGPT has limitations such
as the absence of contextual information and limited interactivity, which are important
aspects of learner’s dictionaries. The paper also measures the similarity between the data
generated by ChatGPT and OALD using BLEU and ROUGE metrics. While single words
show high similarity between the two tools, responses consisting of multiple words differ
significantly, suggesting variations in phrase construction and data presentation. The
study acknowledges the need for further research on ChatGPT as a learner’s dictionary,
including potential prompts for lexicographical tasks, the development of evaluation criteria,
comparisons with other learner’s dictionaries, and assessment of response accuracy for
different lexicographical items. Despite the limitations, the paper concludes that ChatGPT
shows promise as a language learning tool and an efficient lexicographic aid for EFL
learners.
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A. Similarity Scores Results

Figure 4: BLEU scores for AUSA category. The score results indicate that the more
n-grams present in both candidate and reference texts, the lower the score. Furthermore,
the data for AUSA contains a comparable amount of word units. As a consequence, The
bars from BLEU 1 to 4 for the majority of the chosen lemmas on the graph show quite
similar scores.
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Figure 5: BLEU scores for RA category. Since the data in RA comprises a single word
unit that also functions as a lemma sign, the BLEU 1 score is perfect at 1.0, signifying a
complete match between the candidate and reference texts. Moreover, all lemmas attain
equivalent scores across all BLEU scores from 1 to 4.
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Figure 6: BLEU scores for WAA category. WAA’s data comprises a single word unit,
leading most lemmas to achieve a perfect unigram score of 1.0. However, certain lemmas
nearly attain a score of 0.0 for the same BLEU 1 score, as ChatGPT and OALD assign
them different parts of speech.
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Figure 7: BLEU scores for ETYA category. ETYA contains the most word units among
all the selected lexicographical items. The data related to ETYA from both ChatGPT
and OALD refer to common origins of the lemmas. However, the formulation of data
differs significantly, leading to a considerably lower overall score in this category. When
users look up etymological information using ChatGPT, they will still receive the same
information pertaining to the lemma.
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Figure 8: ROUGE scores in the AUSA category. Upon examining the charts, it is apparent
that there is a consistent trend in the Recall (R) bars for R1, R2, and RL, with almost all
bars reaching a perfect score of 1.0. This trend is particularly notable in the context of our
analysis of AUSA data, where we observe high overall similarity scores for all the lemmas.
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Figure 9: ROUGE scores in the RA category. It is evident that R2 score is not applicable
for the data belonging to this category since it consists of only unigrams and not bigrams.
Therefore, since the longest word units (RL) are also unigrams, all the lemmas achieve a
perfect match score of 1.0 for R1 and RL.
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Figure 10: ROUGE scores in the WAA category. The majority of the data in this category
comprises of one-word units. As a result, the majority of our lemmas reach a perfect score
of 1.0 for R1 and RL. R2 scores are not applicable. However, some of our lemmas receive
a score of 0.0 in R1 and RL. This is due to the fact that ChatGPT and OALD provide
different part-of-speech information for these lemmas.
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Figure 11: ROUGE scores in the ETYA category. The data in this category contains the
highest number of word units, but the bar charts for all lemmas show scores of no more
than 0.6, with the majority scoring less than 0.2. This suggests a significant difference
between the etymological data in the reference and candidate texts.
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